LANCING PREP WORTHING
Weekly Briefing
The Week Ahead …
Monday 15 March
Shakespeare Week
09.00 Year 8 HPV Vaccination Dose 2

Tuesday 16 March
8CE French Speaking Examinations

Wednesday 17 March
8CE French Speaking Examinations

Thursday 18 March
16.30-19.30 8CE Online Parents’ Evening for
Academic Subjects

Friday 19 March
Year 4 Roman Activity Day
Comic Relief Red Nose Day

Don’t Forget!
If your child is unwell and unable to attend
school please notify us before 8.30am via the
Studybugs app:
https://studybugs.com/about/parents
Keep up to date with our online calendar
www.lancingprepworthingcalendar.org.uk
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook
@LancingPrepWthg

12 March 2021
School Shop
Please note that the school shop is still closed
for shop visits, however all online orders will
be sent to the LPW Monday-Friday on a daily
basis.
All summer uniform is now in stock ready for
the pupils to wear during the Summer term, if
possible please order prior to the end of term.
As it stands, the shop will not be open during
the Easter holidays unless government rulings
allow them to do so, and any orders placed
during the Easter holidays will be sent to LPW
around 20th April.

WORD OF THE WEEK

Snollygoster
One who abandons all
integrity in favour of power
Please remember to return your signed
Social Media Contracts as soon as
possible if you have not done so already.

Hold on to your hats and get ready for some serious belly laughing because Live at Lancing is
happening on the 26 March.
After our successful Quiz Night we thought we would bring you some much needed laughter into
your home. The St Nicolas Committee are delighted to be able to bring to you a night of comedy
with 5 amazing acts via a live audience link. Think of it like watching 'Live at the Apollo' from
home. So, dial in, grab your favourite drink, sit back and enjoy the show from the comfort of your
favourite chair.
Register Here

HOUSEPOINT CERTIFICATES THIS
WEEK:
100 HOUSEPOINTS
Britons – Beau H
75 HOUSEPOINTS
Britons – William B, Orson W
Saxons – Thomas R, Devon S, Imogen W

50 HOUSEPOINTS
Britons – Ruby H
Celts – Phoebe B, Elliot G
Saxons – Isabella B, Joshua C, Riley D, Joshua H, John H, Lucas K, Martha
M, Purdey M, Devon S, Albie T

25 HOUSEPOINTS
Britons – Logan B, Joseph C, Reuben D, Phoebe H, Sebastiaan K, Zakir K,
Amelie K-M, Skantha N-R
Celts – Jessica B, Jonathan C, Charlie G, India G, Elizabeth H, Olivia H,
Misha M
Normans – Anna B, Isaac B, Constance D, Rex R, Fraser S, Misha S,
Sophia S, Hope S
Saxons – Sophia A, Isabella B, Louis B, Harriet B, Regan C, Freya H B,
Theo K, Mikaaeel M, Zach P, Thomas S, Faye W, Jessica W

Lancing Prep Worthing

A Lancing College Preparatory School
Welcome Back Everyone!

News Bulletin

12 March 2021

After a lockdown that seemed to go on forever, it was heartening to see the pupils return this week and they were very happy
to see their classmates and teachers face-to-face.

The children also enjoyed PE lessons together, whether in the school hall or outside in the fresh air!

Prep School News
World Book Day
It was a very different World Book Day during lockdown and we had
some super costumes and some highly original entries for our ‘extreme
reading’ challenge! We sent a selection to the Argus for their WBD
feature.

Prep School News
Go out into the World and Do Good...
This is one of our three school aims and was exemplified by William B in Year 3 who raised funds in memory of his Grandad for Mesothelioma UK by
completing a ‘Virtual Ben Nevis’ 44,000 step challenge at home, resulting in a magnificent £2,500 for this charity that does so much with asbestosrelated diseases. William’s film of his challenge was enjoyed by all.
Mr Lucas also completed a fund-raising challenge in the course of a school day. He delivered all his teaching whilst riding his exercise bike in a virtual
‘Coast 2 Coast’ challenge of 180km. The ride tracked the course of Hadrian’s Wall from South Shields to Bowness on Solway and raised 286% of the
original target of £500, to raise £1,432 for Pancreatic Cancer UK. It was a truly inspiring day for his class, who cheered him on via Teams. One parent
wrote, ‘I wanted to say thank you for inspiring my daughter with your cycle challenge on Friday. For years she has had a bike but never had the
confidence to learn to ride it properly. On Friday afternoon she asked if I would get her bike out of the garage and by sunset she had taught herself
to ride in a straight line…Thanks again for setting an example that I’m sure she will remember for the rest of her life.’

Congratulations to our Year 8 Scholars...

We are very proud of our Year 8 pupils who have achieved scholarships
to Lancing College.
They have worked very hard as is shown by the fact they between
themselves amassed the top three Academic awards, namely the
Sankey Scholarship, the Melsome Scholarship, the Jack Robinson Carter
Scholarship, two further Academic scholarships, an Art scholarship, two
Sports scholarships, two Drama scholarships and one Drama exhibition
and three Ken Shearwood all rounder awards.
The group are pictured below with the pupil who was not in
school for the photograph included separately.

International Women’s Day

Despite it being the first day back at school, Year 8 marked IWD by
reading biographies and poetry by female authors in their English
lessons. Charlie G chose this thought-provoking poem by Rupi Kaur.

Prep School News
Half Term Photo Competition
We had some super entries for the competition - well done to everyone who sent in a photograph. Here are the winners and runners up!

Winner: William B

3rd place: Purdey M

2nd place: Alex S

Runner up: Beatrice D

Runner up: Amelie K-M

Runner up: Amelia G
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to every child for coming back to school and settling in so
beautifully

Chloe B

for a fabulous first week at a new school

Lana G

for stunning handwriting and writing this week

Fraser S

Miles C

for working so hard on his writing and letter formation

Harry C

Oscar D-G

for listening so carefully during all carpet times

Roman B-C

for super maths work with the Numicon

Year 1

to every child for coming back to school and settling in so
beautifully

Adelaide P

for super sentence writing this week

Isla L

for extending her sentences using interesting language

Zoya G H

for excellent place value Maths work

Joshua C

Year 2

to every child for coming back to school and settling in so
beautifully

Alex B

for joining our class with enthusiasm

Max B

Eileen C

for telling us all about her new baby brother

Ethan S

for his super explanation describing why something was a half

Francesca G

for her fabulous answers when being hot seated as Katie
Morag.
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Constance D F

India G

Jonathan C

Misha M
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Year 4 continued

Reception

LPW
Love
Learning

Prep Head Teacher Awards

Oscar E
Ryley G

Sam E

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

for always engaging and communicating in Teams live lessons;
asking and answering questions confidently
for a very professional and clear news report about the Pompeii
eruption
for an outstanding quiz all about the Romans, presented via
Kahoot
for a professional and informative presentation about looking
after teeth
for an excellent piece of research into the Roman gods and
goddesses, for being inquisitive by carrying out home science
experiments with metals and salty water over half term, and
for creating a great Kahoot quiz all about teeth and the human
body
for a superb news report about the Pompeii eruption including
an authentic costume, for a creative and accurate recreation of
a Roman Fort as part of his delving deeper, and for crafting a
superb and accurate poster on animals in French

For an informative and imaginative presentation all about
Roman roads for his delving deeper project
) For a wonderfully detailed and resourceful design of a mosque,
) and for a very resourceful and imaginative approach to present
) her work on animals in French
For being extremely methodical and creative when
independently making amazing origami projects
for always working considerately and effectively in a pair or
small group, and for being a brilliant online quiz master in his
own quiz about flags and sports
For a very imaginative news report about the Pompeii eruption
For always doing her best and showing a clear love of learning,
especially in creative writing!

Sophia S
Year 5
Bertie F

Year 3

Beau H

)
)
)
)
)

Charlotte McD
Felix C
Leah M

Olivia H

Riley D

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Theo K

Thomas R

William B

Year 4
Beatrice D
Bella L

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

for imaginatively crafting Ancient Egyptian artefacts as part of
his delving deeper work for History, for showing empathy in an
excellent diary entry of an archaeologist on Howard Carter’s dig
to find Tutankhamun’s tomb, and for an outstanding newspaper
report about giraffes escaping from a zoo and entering a local
swimming pool to practise their synchronised diving
for making an outstanding effort to be more organised and proactive in the first week back at school.
for an independent, imaginative and well-presented delving
deeper investigation project about friction
for imaginatively crafting Ancient Egyptian pyramids as part of
her delving deeper work for History
for imaginatively crafting an Ancient Egyptian map as part of her
delving deeper work for History, and for being adventurous by
experimenting with many features of Microsoft PowerPoint to
produce an excellent Easter presentation
for producing a fantastic fables, myths and legends poster and
for consistent hard work during lockdown, for going above and
beyond to film his own news report to display his findings about
the 2010 Chilean earthquake, and for showing empathy in an
excellent diary entry of an archaeologist on Howard Carter’s dig
to find Tutankhamun’s tomb
for using his creativity and imagination to produce an effective
poster telling people what to do in the event of an earthquake.
for his inquisitiveness in researching each step of the Ancient
Egyptian mummification process, for being a bookworm and
doing an incredible amount of reading over half-term, and for
showing empathy in an excellent diary entry of an archaeologist
on Howard Carter’s dig to find Tutankhamun’s tomb
for going out into the world and doing good by raising £2,500
for charity in memory of his Grandad, for crafting a superb
photograph that won the half term photography competition,
for an outstanding TV news report about giraffes escaping
from a zoo and entering a local swimming pool to practise
their synchronised diving and for imaginatively crafting Ancient
Egyptian artefacts as part of his delving deeper work for History
for crafting a superb photograph that came second in the
half term photography competition, for a very creative and
informative song all about long division, and for crafting a
superb and accurate poster on animals in French
for an outstanding piece of creative writing, professionaly typed
up on the computer

Devon S

Elizabeth H

Gus C
Jessica B

Lexi P

Oliver E
Orson W
Phoebe B
Regan C
Ruby H
Tianna M
Unaysah K

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

for a highly creative and energetic response to the REP dance
challenge
for an absolutely brilliant PowerPoint for Geography all about
the cocoa bean, and for persevering with his Solar System
project and demonstrating resourcefulness
for being imaginative and transferring in her non-chronological
report on the Prima-Rosa, taking on advice and excelling, for a
very resourceful and imaginative approach to creating a Space
Travel Guide in Science, and for applying unbelievable levels of
capitalising and resoucefulness in making a ‘Literacy Toolbox’
for a creative response to the ‘Make or Bake ‘challenge in REP
and for being a linking Learner by applying his origami skills to
make a Dreidel
for working collaboratively with Lexi to create a split screen
dance routine in REP, and for a creative response to the ‘Make
or Bake ‘challenge in REP, by baking superb Latkes
for completing all her extra tasks, including house tasks, whilst
at home, for working collaboratively with Jessica to create a
split screen dance routine in REP, and for a creative response
to the ‘Make or Bake ‘challenge in REP and for being a linking
Learner by applying her origami skills to make a Dreidel
for a creative response to the ‘Make or Bake ‘challenge in REP
and for being a linking Learner by applying his origami skills to
make a Dreidel
for a creative design for a new planet in our Solar System
for a creative response to the ‘Make or Bake ‘challenge in REP,
by baking superb Latkes, for a creative Hannukah ‘Candlelight’
dance in REP, and for a very resourceful and imaginative
approach to creating a Space Travel Guide in Science
for a very resourceful and imaginative approach to creating a
Space Travel Guide in Science
for a creative response to the ‘Make or Bake ‘challenge in REP,
by making a beautifully decorated Dreidel
for a very resourceful and imaginative approach to creating a
Space Travel Guide in Science
for excellent resilience and determination to independently
complete remote learning tasks

See next page for Years 6 to 8 Head Teacher Awards
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Year 6
for drawing a spectacular Spitfire with information too

Florence D

for her research and spectacular poster about elephants

Frannie C

Imogen W

Kaylee B

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Martha M
Purdey M
William S
Year 7
Albie T
Alex W

Amelia G

)
)
)
)
)
)

Amelie K-M
Anna B

)
)
)

for crafting an informative and entertaining PowerPoint on the
Wright brothers and their flying machine
for being the definition of capitalising in English, the first in each
lesson and always ready with a hand up to ask, and answer
questions
for crafting a wonderful collage poster on Kenya, for crafting
an excellent Flipgrid video in French about daily routine and
for being adventurous, independent and creative in using
Flipgrid for the first time, for a wide ranging and entertaining
presentation of Greek gods, and for crafting a hugely
impressive Anderson shelter from World War Two out of paper
and cardboard
for crafting a spectacular cake modelling the Great Rift Valley
in Kenya, and for outstanding levels of application, enthusiasm
and focus since her return to school and before- superstar!
for crafting in Minecraft (and adding an additional presentation)
the Great Rift Valley in Kenya
for crafting a superb photograph that came third in the half term
photography competition
for crafting an excellent Flipgrid video in French about daily
routine and for being adventurous, independent and creative in
using Flipgrid for the first time
for creating a very informative and imaginative video, which
presented the topic of ‘Light’ to a younger audience
for showing perseverance in crafting a precepts essay in
English
for an imaginative and creative WBD leaf poem, for a
wonderfully detailed effort and a very resourceful approach
towards her NHS Patient Advice leaflet on Lungs and Smoking,
for delving deeper on monks and monasteries beautifully
presented and for creating a very informative and imaginative
video, which presented the topic of ‘Light’ to a younger
audience
for creating a very informative and imaginative video, which
presented the topic of ‘Light’ to a younger audience
for being self-aware and working on her target of including
higher level vocabulary in English, and for creating a very
informative and imaginative video, which presented the topic of
‘Light’ to a younger audience.

Cree G

for an imaginative and creative WBD leaf poem

Hope S

for an imaginative and creative WBD leaf poem

Joseph M

for showing perseverance and dedication in English tasks

Keziah L

for being a linking learner: linking her recent precepts essay in
English to our school ethos
for being resourceful, resilient and open-minded in following
the instructions all in French to bake “une tarte aux pommes”
for delving deeper on monks and monasteries, for creating a
very informative and imaginative video, which presented the
topic of ‘Light’ to a younger audience, for being extremely
methodical, resourceful and open-minded in following the
instructions all in French to bake “une tarte aux pommes” , for
an imaginative and creative WBD leaf poem, and for being an
inquisitive ad creative learner in English
for inventive origami whilst studying the Crusades, for an
outstanding demonstration of empathy and understanding
of our school ethos in his precepts essay, for creating a very
informative and imaginative video, which presented the topic of
‘Light’ to a younger audience, for being extremely methodical,
resourceful and open-minded in following the instructions all in
French to bake “une tarte aux pommes”

Logan B

Misha S

Monty T

Sophia B

Thomas S
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Year 8

Asa L

Henry H

LPW
Love
Learning

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

for a wonderfully detailed effort and a very resourceful
approach towards her NHS Patient Advice leaflet on Lungs
and Smoking, for delving deeper on monks and monasteries
beautifully presented, for creating a very informative and
imaginative video, which presented the topic of ‘Light’ to a
younger audience, for completing all her extra tasks, including
house tasks, whilst at home, and for an imaginative and creative
WBD leaf poem
for being a linking and reflective learner when writing his WBD
leaf poem

Charlie G

Freya H B

)
)
)
)

Harlan E

Harriet B

Hugo D
Isaac B

Izzy B

Rufus B-B

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

for creating a very informative and imaginative video, which
presented the topic of ‘Light’ to a younger audience
for being extremely methodical, resourceful and open-minded
in following the instructions all in French to bake “une tarte aux
pommes”, and for submitting a very detailed presentation on
Innovation and Technology in Sport, which demonstrated a high
level of understanding
for submitting a very detailed presentation on Innovation
and Technology in Sport, which demonstrated a high level of
understanding
for going over and above the call of duty in Classics in a very
demanding week, for completing an amazing newsreport in
geography, for being extremely methodical, resourceful and
open-minded in following the instructions all in French to bake
“une tarte aux pommes”, and for submitting a very detailed
presentation on Innovation and Technology in Sport, which
demonstrated a high level of understanding
for submitting a very detailed presentation on Innovation
and Technology in Sport, which demonstrated a high level of
understanding
for submitting a very detailed presentation on Innovation
and Technology in Sport, which demonstrated a high level of
understanding
for going over and above the call of duty in Classics in a very
demanding week, for completing an amazing news report
in geography, for submitting a very detailed presentation on
Innovation and Technology in Sport, which demonstrated a high
level of understanding
for submitting a very detailed presentation on Innovation
and Technology in Sport, which demonstrated a high level of
understanding

House Points
The totals for the end of the first week back after lockdown!

Normans 476 Britons 414 Celts 290 Saxons 251

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Main Meal

Quorn tikka masala

Lamb and apricot
tagine

Traditional lasagne

Roast lemon and herb
chicken with a roast
gravy

Sustainable battered
pollock with lemon and
tartare sauce

Vegetarian

Spinach, sweet potato
and lentil dhal

Beetroot, squash and
feta tart

Vegetable and bean
lasagne

Aubergine and sweet
potato cheesy stacks

Grilled halloumi with
red peppers

Minted couscous
Homemade flatbread
Sweetcorn

Garlic and herb bread
Whole green beans

Roasted new potatoes
Steamed broccoli

Oven chips
Baked beans
Garden peas

Potatoes and
Vegetables

Basmati rice
Steamed cauliflower
Mint raita

Strawberry sponge cake

Freshly made yoghurt
with a berry topping

Fruity flapjack

Dessert
Seasonal fresh fruit

Watermelon slice

Chocolate sponge and
chocolate custard

